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What chords do/should we name? Why?
• How common/rare in the repertoire? E.g., some stats below
• How easy/difficult to describe? E.g., “Neapolitan Sixth” in Stufen-/Funktionstheorie
• How interesting the structural properties? E.g., “French Sixth” / “tritone substitution”

Chromatic 🌈 Chords 🎵 in Theory 📚 & Practice 🇺🇸🇩🇪
1. Discusses differences of naming conventions
2. Proposes robust but flexible/modular definitions
3. Investigates usage in corpus of human analyses

ß One view of “Tonal Space”
• Grey: C-Major triads
• Blue: C-Minor triads
• Purple: Neapolitan
... A neighbour?
… An honorary member?

CHROMATIC CHORDS IN THEORY AND PRACTICE

Mark R. H. Gotham
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ABSTRACT

‘Chromatic harmony’ is seen as a fundamental part
of (extended) tonal music in the Western classical tradi-
tion (c.1700–1900). It routinely features in core curric-
ula. Yet even in this globalised and data-driven age, 1)
there are significant gaps between how different national
‘schools’ identify important chords and progressions, la-
bel them, and shape the corresponding curricula; 2) even
many common terms lack robust definition; and 3) empir-
ical evidence rarely features, even in in discussions about
‘typical’, ‘representative’ practice. This paper addresses
those three considerations by: 1) comparing English- and
German-speaking traditions as an example of this diver-
gence; 2) proposing a framework for defining common
terms where that is lacking; and 3) surveying the actual
usage of these chromatic chord categories using a compu-
tational corpus study of human harmonic analyses.

1. INTRODUCTION

Different traditions for teaching music theory come with
divergent terminology. These gaps often correspond to na-
tional trends (or ‘schools’) and to the different languages
used. As always with language, these gaps can take several
forms. Two languages may have exactly the same term, so
no translation is needed. Other times, a term is present in
one language and not the other: this inclusion may indicate
an importance for the term/concept on one side of this di-
vide and not the other. More complex still are cases where
the two languages have partially overlapping terms.

There are significant gaps between English- and
German-speaking terminology for chromatic harmony, de-
spite so much shared historical heritage – even the dis-
tinction of ‘chromatic’ from ‘diatonic’ betrays an English-
language stance. Section §1.1 introduces something of a
frame for this comparison and §2 introduces three inter-
esting case-studies of ‘canonical’ terms. The focus is on
chords that are either intrinsically chromatic (Augmented
Sixths, §2.2), or chromatic against their diatonic context
(Neapolitan Sixths, §2.1; Modal Mixture, §2.3). We leave
to one side what is sometimes called ‘functional chromati-
cism’ (the ‘secondary’/‘applied’ chords involved in tonici-
sation/modulation – see [1, Part 5]) though the final section
(§5) takes a brief look at some relevant chord progressions.
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Figure 1. A ‘Tonnetz’ diagram of tonal space. Here, Major
and minor triads in C major are grey; those in C (natural)
minor are in blue, and the ‘Neapolitan’ is purple.

Moreover, a closer look reveals that even some of the
apparently core concepts in chromatic harmony are only
vaguely defined. For example, although ‘modal mixture’ is
common (at least in US-English music theory), no source
sets out comprehensive criteria for inclusion in this cate-
gory. Section §3 addresses this, seeking to establish not so
much a single, definitive answer, but a framework to deal
with the various issues involved.

Finally, having established the (range) of terms that
German- and English- speaking scholars think are impor-
tant, and clarified the meaning of some, §4 provides an
initial overview of the relative usage of these chords in the
When in Rome repository — a meta-corpus of all Roman
numeral analyses that humans have encoded in computa-
tional formats (c.2,000 analyses). In doing so, we gain in-
sight into how common these chords are, at least in the
repertoires covered and the view of those human analysts.

Clearly, sheer usage is not the only relevant consider-
ation for the significance of a chordal category — many
subjects are interesting partly because of their rarity. In
any case, all such discussions, and any claims about ‘gen-
eral practice’, need a basis in this kind of empirical ev-
idence. The clarity that evidence brings may prompt a
review of our existing practice (how we categorise these
chords, and/or how much time devote to them in our cur-
ricula and wider musical views). It may also clarify the
extent to which that attention is based on its frequency of
occurrence as opposed to some other factor, like how ex-
plainable the concept is in terms of a particular theory.

1.1 Textbooks, Terminology, and Tradition

We begin with that slippery notion of a ‘tradition’. While
it is hard to pin down exactly what this means in prac-
tice, 1 the contents of widely circulated textbooks provide

1 For more on the question of ‘representativeness’, see [2].

URLs and QRs
ISMIR 2023 paper: https://archives.ismir.net/ismir2023/paper/000046.pdf (TBC)
ß Open-source code & corpus at https://github.com/MarkGotham/When-in-Rome

Book: https://viva.pressbooks.pub/openmusictheory/chapter/anthology-harmony/ à
Thanks to many international colleagues and students for conversations!

Mark
Gotham

  


 






 














<<	Quiescenza	(with	tonic	pedal)
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Chord examples:
• Neapolitan 6th. Definitions similar; usage varies by repertoire (below, left)
• Augmented 6th. Definitions vary; usage similar (below, right: “Ger” 653 > “It” 63, & Min > Maj key)
• Modal Mixture. More complex. New, flexible, modular definition provided in the code & paper

Progression examples:
• Quiescenza. Hypothesis that it appears at the end … data not so clear  (below, left)
• 5th-progressions. Note descending > ascending & aufsteigender > fallender (below, right)
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